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Let H be a space of complex-valued functions on a set S . 
Let <f> be a mapping of 3 into itself. Define a transformation 
on H into the space of all functions on S by
C.h = h o | for ever^ n o H 
9
This transformation is designated as composition transformation. The
study of a class of transformations of tils type is the main object of
this thesis. We are interested in the case when K is a Hilbert space
and the transformation C. takes values in i . II’ it turns out that
9
Is a bounded operator, then we call C\ a composition operator 
induced by <j> . This class of operators has been studied by several 
mathematicians; for example, Ryff [19], Hordgren [13], Schwartz [20], 
and Ridge [15].
In the beginning a theorem on composition operators on L2(X) ,
where X is a a-finlte measure on a set X , is proved. This theorem is
2
used to get some results on composition operators on L (y) induced by 
monotonic functions end rational functions, where y is the Lebesgue 
measure on the real line R with y-measurable sets as the Borel sets.
It is shovrn that t-:e ooerator C is invertible if and only if
vii
<}> is invertible in measure theoretic sense and the inverse of <t> induces
a composition operator. It is proved that no composition operator Is
compact if the measure A is non-atomic.
A quasinormal composition operator is determined in terms of its
relation with the multiplication operator induced by the Radon-NIkodym
derivative of the measure A4>~^  with respect to A . Some light is
thrown on the adjoint of a composition operator. It is shown that
2
there are not too many Hermitian composition operators on L (A) .
Finally, some attention is focused on the study of composition 
?  *h +operators on H'(Il ) , where n is the upper half plane. A relation
2 +between composition operators on H (II ) and composition operators on
H'(D) is established, whore D Is the unit disk. Some examples of
composition operators are given. Lastly, we have studied the suitability
of the inner functions such that the transformed functions define compo-




The study of composition operators was first Initiated by 
Ryff [19] and Nordgren [13]. Nordgren proved that every non-constant 
inner function defines a composItion operator on L (m) , where m is 
the normalised Lebesgue measure on the unit circle. In 1969 Schwartz 
[20] wrote his Ph.D. thesis on composition operators in which he pre­
sented the result of Ryff tliat every analytic function taking D into
2
itself defines a composition operator’ on H (D) . He studied normal, 
invertible, and compact composition operators. Ridge [15] in 1969 also 
investigated sane properties of composition operator’s,
Iri the present paper we obtain some results on composition oper-
p
ators on L '(A) , where A is a o-finite measure on some set X , and on
p P +
H '(II ) , where n denotes tire upper1 half plane. The results on compo-
2
sition operators on L (a) are used to get some results on composition
2
operators on the familiar space L (p) , where p is the Lebesgue
measure on the Borel subsets of the real line R .
In the first section of Chapter II, we have reproved a theorem of
Ridge [15] wiiich characterizes the composition operators on a general 
2L -space. The second section of this chapter studies the suitability of
2
monotone functions to induce composition operators on L (m) The fol­
lowing theorem is proved: 'Let <j>: R R be a monotone function. Then
C. is a bounded operator if and only If -y is essentially bounded'.
‘t’
This theorem produces plenty of examples of composition operators on
O
L'(u) . Every monotone function is the sum of an absolutely continuous
1
2monotone function and a singular monotone function. We have shorn that 
a monotone function induces a composition operator if and only if its 
absolutely continuous part does.
In Chapter III, we examine rational functions which induce com- 
position operators on L (y) . First, we have found all polynomials 
which define composition operators. In the last part of the chapter we 
have proven this theorem: A rational function r(t) = defines a
composition operator if and only if deg p > deg q and r’ ^ 0 at every 
point of R ,
Chapter IV studies invertible and compact composition operators
2on L (X) . In the first section of this chapter, we have given some
definitions and have proved a general theorem on invertibility. The
second section deals with the invertibility of composition operators on 
2
L (y) induced by monotonic functions. Then some examples of invertible 
composition operators are presented in order to support the theory. The 
third section gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the inverti­
bility of composition operators induced by rational functions. The last 
part of this chapter is devoted to the study of compact composition
operators. It is proved that there does not exist any compact composition 
2
operator on L (X) if X is a purely non-atomic measure. In particular,
2
it is shown that no composition operator on L (y) is compact. If 
is compact, then X has to be an atomic (discrete) measure on X .
The study of quasinormal and Hermitian composition operators is 
the subject matter of Chapter V. In the first section we have character­
ized the composition operator in terms of the properties of the mono­
tone function a induced by the measure y4>-  ^. In the second section
3£
we give some definitions and prove a lemma which states that C: C. is a
$ $
multiplication operator. The following theorem is proved: 'a composition
2
operator on L (X) is quasinormal if and only if it commutes with
Mp , where is multiplication operator induced by the Radon-Nikodym
xo o
—1rderivative of the measure X$ . The adjoint of C, is studied in the
9
third section of this chapter. The last section deals with the Hennitian 
composition operators on L (X) . It is proved that is Hermitian if
and only if f = 1 (a.e.) and <p o <p(x) = x (a.e.), which is equiva­
lent to a result obtained by Ridge [15, p. 41].
2 +In Chapter VI, we concentrate on composition operators on H (II ) .
In the first section a few definitions and some known theorems are given.
2 - +We have investigated a relation between composition operators on K (H )
2
and composition operators on H (D) in the second section. The last 
section studies the composition operators induced by the transforms of 
the inner functions. A theorem giving a necessary condition for the 
transform of an inner function to define a composition operator is given.
It is my great pleasure to record my grateful thanks and obliga­
tions to Professor Eric Nordgren who suggested to me the problem of this 
thesis, spent many hours in advising me while the work was hi progress, 
arid has been an unfailing source of inspiration to me.
CHAPTER II
MONOTONIC FUNCTIONS AND COMPOSITION OPERATORS
The purpose of this chapter Is to explore the properties of
monotonic functions which enable them to define the composition oper- 
2
ators on L of the real line. In the first section, a natural theorem
2
on composition operators on L of a general measure space is proved.
In the second section, we have made applications of the theorem in order
to deduce the properties of monotone functions which define composition 
2
operators on L of the real line.
A General Theorem
Let (X,S,x) be a measure space with S as a cr-algebra of sub­
sets of X and X as a a-finite measure on S . Let
L2(X,A) = {f| f: X -*• C is measurable and [ |f|2dX < “}
Jx
where C denotes the field of complex numbers. Any two elements f and 
2
g of L (X,x) are said to be equal If and only if they agree almost 
everywhere on X . Under pointwise addition and pointwise scalar multi- 
plication L (X,x) is a linear space. As a matter of fact, it is a well 
known Hilbert space with the following inner product:
< f,g > = | f g dA .
Jx
2 2 From now on we shall denote L (X,X) merely by L (X) .
5Let <)>: X ■> X be a function. Ihen we say that <J> is a
— 1measurable transformation if and only if 41 (E) e S for all E e S.
(Here <fr""^(E) = {x c X: <J>(x) e E} .)
Let <j>: X -► X be a measurable transformation. Then define the
2composition transfornation on L (a) as C f = f 0 <|> for every 
f e L2( A) (f 0 $ is the function which takes the value f(4>(x)) at 
any point x e X). If it turns out that is a bounded transformation
p
on L (A) , then we say that Is a composition operator. We will
2 2denote the space of all bounded linear operators'on L (A) by B(L (a)) .
Given <f>: X + X a measurable transformation, we can define a
measure Aij)” '^ on S by A<)j- (^E) = A(<}> (^E)) for- every E r. S . If
f e 12( A) , then it is proved in [5, Chap. VIII] that
f |f o 4,|2dA = f |f[2dA(f1 .
} X J x
It is not always true that every measurable transformation on X defines
p
a composition operator on L (A) (for example, let $ be a constant 
function). But if <J> is chosen in such a way that the measure Acf>  ^ is 
dominated by some constant multiple of the measure A , then e B(L (A)), 
The converse of this statement is also true. The proof of this proposition 
is also given by Ridge [15]. We shall state and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1.1. Let X -+■ X be a measurable transformation.
2
Then C, e B(L (A)) if and only if there exists an M > 0 such that 
9
A*"1^) < M A(E) for all E e S . In the case e B(L2(A)) ,
||C ||2 = inf{M: A4»”1(E) < M A(E) for all E e S> .
62
Proof. Assume first that CP is a bounded operator on L (X) .   9
Let E e 5 such that X(E) < . Then xE (the characteristic function
2




X*“ (E)<||C|| X(E) .
Letting M = ||C || , we get
X9_1(E) <MX(E)
for every E e 5 such that X(E) < <=■> . If X(E) = » , then the last 
inequality follows automatically. Hence,
for all E e S . This proves the necessity part of the theorem.
Conversely, suppose there exists an M > 0 such that X^ '^ CE)
< M X(E) for all E e 5 . Then we want to show that C, e B(L^ (X)) .
9
Prom the above inequality it follows that the measure Xcj>-1 is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the measure X . Since X is a a-flnite 
measure, the Radon-Nikodym derivative of X9 with respect to X exists.
7Let us denote this derivative by f . Now we haveo





for every set E e S . This shows that f < M (a.e.) on X . Now 
2
let f e L (X) . Then f o <j> is a measurable function and
[ | r  o |2 d x  = f | f |2 d x r 1 
J y Jx
- L 1f|2 f dX X °




Thus we proved that f o 41 e l (X) . Hence is a linear transfonna-
p
tion on L (X) . Also from the above inequality it is obvious that
li^n2 < « ,
2
which shows that e B(L (X)) . This proves the first part of the theorem.
It remains to be shown that
[ |C | |2 = inf{M: X<j> 1(E) < M X(E) for all E e S}
From the inequality
I'lCjII2 < M||f||2 ,
it Is clear that
[CjJI2 < inf{M: X4."1(E) < M X(E) for E e S} .
In the first part of the proof we have shown that
| | C^ l | 2 e {M: X<t>_1(E) <M X(E) for E e S}
Hence
|[C ||2 i inf{M: X<fX(E) < M X(E) for E e S} .
This Inequality together with the above inequality implies that
||C ||2 = inf{M: X^CE) < M X(E) for E e S} .
This proves the theorem.
9Corollary. If C^ e B(L2(a)} , then | ( | | 2 = IlfJL > where 
f Is- the Radon-Nikodym derivative of and | [ fo| |m denotes
the essential supremum of f .
Corollary. Let <{>: X + X be a measure-preserving transforma­
tion. Then C, Is an isometry.
9
Proof. If 4> is measure-preserving, then = A(E) for
every E e 5 . Hence is an isometry.
Monotonic Functions and Composition Operators
In the previous section, we proved a theorem on composition
p
operators on L of a general measure space. Now we shall study the
2
composition operators on L of a particular measure space, namely,
(R,B,vi) , where R is the real line, B is the a-algebra of Borel sets,
2
and vi is Lebesgue measure on B . We shall denote L (R,y) merely by
L (vO . Let R -* R be a measurable function. [In this case the
measurable functions and measurable transformations are the same.] We can
2
define C^  on L (vi) as we did in the previous section. The object of
this section and the next chapter is to examine the properties of
which force C, to be in B(L2(y)) .
9
The composition operators induced by monotonic functions are studied
Y
in this section. The exponential function (e ) shows that not every
2
monotone function defines a composition operator on L (y) . [The reason
that e does not induce a composition operator is that the inverse
10
Image of the interval (0,1] under ex is the interval (~®,0] whose
p
characteristic function is not in L (y) , whereas the characteristic
2
function of (0,1] is in L (y).] The following theorem gives a
necessary and sufficient condition for a monotonic function to define a
2
composition operator on L (y) .
Theorem 2.2.1. Let <)>: R ■+ R be a monotonic function. Then
2 1 e B(L'(y)) if and only if is essentially bounded. In the case
c e B(L2(u)) ,
11C*I r‘ » ll-rll. ■
1 "1
[Here 11 —rl I „ = e3s* sup|—t| i an^ <f>1 denotes the derivative of $ . 
The derivative exists a.e., since $ is monotone.]
2
Proof. Assume that C, is a bounded operator on L (y) . With-  ^
out loss of generality we can assume that <j> is a monotone increasing
function. Let x, y e R be such that x < y . Then, since <j> is mono­
tone, we obtain
<Kx) < <Ky) •










> y - x
I lcJ  I (4>Cy) - ♦(*)) > y - x
<t>(y) - o(x) 
y - x
n g i 2
and let y tend to x . Then we obtain,
♦'(x) > -- ----  (a.e.) ,
110*11
-7 7 -  S l l ^ l l 2 (a.e.)
$ (x)
7 l L sl|0^l|2<”
12
This proves the necessity part of the theorem.
1Conversely, suppose 
an m > 0 such that
♦
< °° In other words there exists
<l>'(x) > jjj (a.e.) .
It is known that every monotone function <j> can be written as
<J>(x) = <|>a(x) + 4>s(x) ,
where is the absolutely continuous part of $ and is the singulara s
part of . (A function on R is said to be singular if its derivative 
is zero almost everywhere.) Let x, y e R, and let x < y . Then
*(y) - <Kx)
= +a(y) - +a(x) + <f>s(y) - <j>s(x)
> *a(y) - 4>a(x)
(u)dji
> i (y - x)
(Here we used the fact that ^(x) = <j>' (x) (a.e.) and <j>'(x) > ^ (a.e,).)
cl HI
Thus we obtain that
(*) y - x < m[<Ky) - <f>(x)]
13
If it could be shown that
y<t> 1( E)  < m y ( E )
for every E e B , then from theorem 2.1.1 it would follow that
C, e B(L^(y)) . First we shall show that
<p
y<t)- 1( E )  < m y ( E )
for every half-open interval. Let E = [a,b) be a half-open interval.
Let
g = inf{x : <j>(x) > a} ,
and
y = supty : <f>(y) < b} .
Then it follows from (#) that g > -» and y < ® . We claim that g < y
—1and (j) (E)d[g,y] . Suppose 6 > y . Then there exists an x such
that g > x > y . From this and the definitions of g and y it follows
that b < <J>(x) < a which is a contradiction to the fact that a < b .
Hence g < y . To prove <f>_1(E)cH [g,y] , let x e (jT^ CE) . Then
<f>(x) e E . In other words,
a £ <}>(x) < b .
Since <f>(x) > a , we obtain that 3 < x and since 4>(x) < b , we get 
x < y . Thus we obtain,
3 < x < y .
This shows that x e [S,y] • This proves our claim.
Now consider the following two cases:
Case 1. 3 = y
Case 2. 3 < y •
In Case 1, the inequality
VKjT^ CE) < m y(E)
follows trivially. In Case 2, let x, y e R be such that 3 < x < y < y
Then the interval [<f>(x),4>(y)) E • Fnom the inequality (*) it follows
that
y - x < m[<j>(y) - 4>(x)]
< m y(E)
Since x,y are chosen arbitrarily, we can conclude that
y<jT'1‘(E) < m y(E)
for every half-open interval E . The class of sets for which the above 
inequality holds is a monotone class, and it contains the ring of the
finite unions of half-open intervals. By theorem A of [5, p. 27] it
15




In the case C, e B(L (y)) , it follows from the inequalities 
.2 *< c
9
y(E) for every Borel set E ,
. This concludes the proof.
The following theorem is an immediate corollary to the above
theorem.
Theorem 2.2.2. Let <j>: R ■+ R be a monotonlc function such that
o
c, e B(L (y)) . Then the lower derivative of a , which exists at every 
9
point of R , is never zero.
Proof. The proof follows easily from the following inequality, 
which we established in the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1:
9 l
Corollary. Let 9 be a monotone function on R such that
P I
C. e B(L (y)) . Then $f(x) j- 0 for every x e R where $ exists. 
<P
Corollary. If 9: R->R is a singular monotone function, then
2
9 does not induce a composition operator on L (y) .
16
Proof. It is an obvious consequence of the above theorem.
Examples: (1) Let <|>(x) = sinh x . Then <J> is a monotone
function and <f' (x) = cosh x . The reciprocal of the derivative of i() ,
i.e. — -—  , is equal to sech x which is a bounded function. Hence 
*'(x)
by theorem 2.2.1 Is a bounded operator.
(2) If vie take
<Jn(x) = x if x < 0
p ”
= yx + 3 if x > 0
where 0 < y e R and 3 c R , then obviously <js defines a composition 
operatorn
(3) bet a > 1 , and let <}>(x) - ax + sin x . Then
<J> is a monotone increasing function find <t>'(x) = a + cos x and
1 7t— ------- ;[s a bounded function. Hence C, e B(L*(p)) .a + cos x <|>
(Jl) The converse of theorem 2.2.2 is not true. For 
example, take 4>(x) = ex . Then 4>’(x) = ex which is never zero. But 
ex does not define a composition operator.
Let (f be a monotone function, and let
♦ = *a +
be the decomposition of <J> into absolutely continuous and singular parts,
17
We have seen that a singular* function falls to induce a composition oper­
ator, The absolutely continuous part plays the main role in defining the 
composition operator. If the absolutely continuous part $ defines 
a composition operator, then $ does too. The converse of this statement 
is also true. We shall prove this in the next theorem, which follows 
easily from theorem 2.2.1,
Theorem 2.2.3. Let 9: R -+ R be a monotone function with 9" cL
and 9 as its absolutely continuous and singular parts respectively, s
Then C, e B(L2(y)) if and only if C, e B(L2(y)) . Furthermore, if 
9 9a
either of these is bounded, then j ||| = | | | |  .
Proof. Assume C, is a bounded operator. Then by theorem 2.2.1   9
Since 9' = 9* (a.e.), we can conclude that
Hence, again by the same theorem C c B(L (y))
9a





Therefore, C, e B(L (p)) . Also 
9
Thus the proof of the theorem Is complete.
Corollary. Let 9: R -+ R be a monotone function such that
2
C, e B(L (p)) , and let a: R -► R be a singular function. Let
9
Then CQ e B(L (u)) , and iIc01 I = 11I I •




RATIONAL FUNCTIONS AND COMPOSITION OPERATORS
One of the many nice classes of functions which take R into 
itself is the class of the rational functions with real coefficients. A 
function of this class has several good properties, such as it has finitely 
many zeros and finitely many poles, Its derivatives exist everywhere 
except at the poles. Our main concern In this chapter will be with those 
properties which enable it to induce a composition operator on L (y) .
In the first section of this chapter, we prove a lemma which is a 
generalization of the theorem 2.2.2 of Chapter II, The second section is 
devoted to studying the polynomials which define composition operators. A 
necessary and sufficient condition for a polynomial to define a composition 
operator is investigated. The last section of this chapter deals ’with ra­
tional functions in general. The main theorem of this chapter which gives 
a necessary and sufficient condition for a rational function to define a 
composition operator is proved in the last section of this chapter.
A General Lemma
In the first corollary of theorem 2.2.2 of the last chapter, we 
found a necessary condition for a monotonic function to induce a composi­
tion operator in the terms of the derivative of the function. The next 
lemna is a generalization of that corollary.
Lemma 3.1.1. Let <j>: R •> R be a measurable function that is
20
continuous in a neighborhood of every point where its derivatives exist.
p
Then C e B(L (y)) implies that <J>' f  0 wherever it exists.
Proof. Let aQ c R be a point where <|>f exists and let W be
a neighborhood on which $ is continuous. We can choose a sequence
{an> from N such that an > aQ for every positive integer n ,
an -*■ aQ , and <p has maximum (or minimum) at an with respect to the
interval [ao,an] . We shall denote by Aa^ the number a^ - a.Q and by
Ad) the number <t(a ) - A (a ) . Let E stand for the interval rn n o n
(*(aQ) - |A(f>n| , <j)(ao) + |A<|>n|) .
p
Assume that e B(L (y)) , Then, by theorem 2.1.1, there exists an 
M > 0 such that
.-1/r^  " My<{» (E)
for every E e B . Hence,
for all n . Equivalently,








2|*'ta0)| > i > 0 .
*'l > 5R > 0 •
This finishes the proof of the lenrna.
Polynomials and Composition Operators
Let p be a polynomial with real coefficients. That not every 
polynomial defines a composition operator is obvious from the following
p
example: Let p(x) = x~ + 1 , then p does not define a composition 
operator simply because pT(0) = 0 . Because of the previous lemma it 
is apparent that p' ? 0 at every point of R is a necessary condition
p
for 0^ e B(L (y)) . In this case it turns out to be sufficient, which 
we will show in the next theorem.
Theorem 2.5.1. Let p: R -> R be a polynomial. Then
0^ e B(L^(y)) if and only if p'  ^0 at every point of R . Furthermore,
22
if p' 1 0 , then 11C 11 = sup|-i| ,
v P
Proof. Suppose p' ? 0 at every point of R . Then obviously
p is a monotone function. Since p'  ^0 , is a continuous function,
p'
which has a finite limit at » . Hence it is bounded. Thus, by theorem 
2.2.1, Cp e B(L2(y)) . Tills proves the 'if1 part of the theorem. The 
'only if' part follows from lemma 2.1.1.
The following are immediate corollaries to the above theorem.
2
Corollary. If p Is a polynomial over R , then Cp e B(L (y)) 
implies that the degree of p is not even.
Proof. If the degree of p is even, then the degree of pf will
be odd, and hence, p' will have a real zero which will imply that
Cp t B(L2(y)) .
o o
Corollary. If p(x) = ax + bx + cx + d is a third degree
polynomial, then C e B(L2(y)) if and only if b2 < 3ac . [0 ^ a,b,c,
and d are real numbers,]
Proof. If p(x) = ax^ + bx2 + cx + d , then p'(x) = 3ax2 + 2bx + c, 
whose zeros are given by




If b < 3ac , then p does not have a real zero, and hence
2 2
0^ e B(L (y)) . And if b > 3ac , then p' has a real zero, and
therefore, C £ B(L^ (y)) .
P
Rational Functions and Composition Operators
Let r = p/q be a rational function, where p and q are
polynomials with real coefficients. We assume that p and q have no
common zeros, and the coefficient of the leading term of both p and a 
is equal to 1 . Since in the last section we have studied polynomials, 
we may also assume that the degree of q is greater than zero. (From 
now on, we shall denote by deg p and deg q the degree of p and q 
respectively.) The main object of this section is to find a necessary 
and sufficient condition for r to define a composition operator on 
L (y) . First, we shall prove a series of leninas which lead us to the 
important theorem of the chapter.
Lemma 3*3-l. Let r: R -* R be a rational function. Then
2
Cr e B(L (y)) implies that deg p > deg q .
Proof. Suppose deg p \ deg q . Then either (i) deg p = deg q
or (ii) deg p < deg q . In the case (i), the line y = 1 is an asymptote
to the curve of r . Hence, r Is bounded on a set of infinite measure. 
Therefore, by theorem 2.1.1, is not an element of B(L (y)) . In
case (ii) the x-axis is an asymptote to the curve of r ; hence, by the
same argument as above, £ B(L (y)) . This proves the lenma.
2k
By the fundamental theorem of algebra we know that r has as 
many zeros as the degree of p . But these zeros may not be real. It 
turns out that if r defines a composition operator, then it must have 
a real zero. This v/e shall prove In the following lenrna.
Lemma 3-3.2. Let r: R -> R be a rational function. Then a
p
necessary condition that C^  e B(L (y)) is that r has at least one 
real zero.
Proof. Suppose r does not have any real zero. We consider the 
following two cases:
Case 1. Assume r to be a continuous rational function. Then the graph
of r Is either above the x-axis or below it. Suppose it is above the
x-axis. Then obviously r(x) -*■ °° as |x| . This implies the
existence of at least two points and x^ such that r(x^ ) = r(x ) .
1
Now we can apply Rolle's theorem in order to conclude that r (x ) = 0
2
for some xq e (x^Xg) . Hence, by lemma 2.1.1, j: B(L (y)) .
Similarly, if the graph of r is below the x-axis, then we conclude that 
Cr t B(L2(y)) .
Case 2. Suppose r is not continuous everywhere. If deg p < deg q ,
then by lenma 2.3.1, C^  t (u)) • So we can assume that deg p > deg q .
Since deg p > deg q , the point at infinity (°°) is a pole. If r is 
not continuous, then it must have at least 2 poles. Now consider any two 
consecutive poles (one of these may be <*»). Then again by sun application 
of Rolle's theorem, r* will be zero at some point in the interval whose 
end points constitute of two consecutive poles. Thus again by lerrma 3.3.1, 
C^ If. B(L (y)) . Thus the proof of the lemma is complete.
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Now we shall prove the following corollaries to the lemma.
Corollary. If r = p/q Is a continuous rational function, then 
2e B(L (y)) implies that m - n is not an even Integer, where 
m = deg p and n = deg q .
*” + a,*”*1 + + a
write
A ■ 1 *-*> -I
Proof. Let r(x) = -------- ----------2—  , Then we can
xn + b,xn~ + ••• + b .1 n-1
„ „ a, a ,
xm~n(l + -A + • • • + -2Ll)
r(x) —  xb, b ./ , 1 , , n-1 \(1 + —  + • • • +   )' x n
If m - n is even, then r(x) -> +® as |x| ® . And since r is
continuous, its derivative must be zero at some point. Hence,
Cr {: B(L2(y)) .
Corollary■ Let r = p/q be a continuous rational function.
2
Then a necessary condition that C^  e B(L (y)) is that r has one and 
only one real zero.
Proof. Suppose r has more than one real zero. Choose any two 
zeros of r . Then there are two possibilities, first, that it has a 
zero of order two at a point, say xq; second, that it has two distinct 
zeros at xq and x^ . In the first case r (xq ) = 0 , and hence, by 
lemma 3*1*1, C^ £ B(L (y)) . In the second case from Rolle's theorem, 
there exists a point x^ e (x ,x^ ) such that r't^) = 0 . Hence again,
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C {:B(L(y)) . This proves the corollary.
We have seen that no rational function without a real zero defines
a composition operator. The above corollary reveals that if it is con­
tinuous, then it cannot tiave two or more zeros. It is also true that a 
rational function cannot inve a zero of order more than one if it does 
define a composition operator. This is evident because its derivative 
will be zero at a zero of order more than 1.
Before going to the principal theorem of this chapter, we shall 
prove a lemma which will be utilized In the proof of the theorem. In 
order to state and prove the lemma we need some notations. Let the 
symbol Z(r) stand for the set of all distinct real zeros of r . Let 
T(r) denote the set of distinct real poles of r . The set may include 
the point at « . By c(Z) and c(T) we shall mean the cardinality of 
the sets Z(r) and T(r) . Now, v/e are ready to prove the following 
lenma.
Lemma 3.3.4. Let r = p/q be a discontinuous rational function. 
Then m > n and r' / 0 everywhere implies that c(Z) = c(T) , and 
poles and zeros of r occur alternately on the real line R .
Proof. Suppose either c(Z) ^ c(T) or zeros and poles do not
occur alternately. If c(Z) ^ c(T) , then either c(Z) > c(T) or 
c(Z) < c(T) . In the first case, there must exist two elements and
x ^ of Z(r) such tint no element of T(r) lies in the interval
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(x^,x2) . Since r is continuous on [x-^ x^ ] and differentiable on 
(x-pXg) , from Rolle's theorem there exists a point xq e (x-^ Xg) such 
that r'(x ) = 0 , which is a contradiction to the hypothesis. Hence, 
c(Z) cannot be'greater than c(T) . In the case when c(Z) < c(T) , 
there exist two points, say t^  and tg , such that no element of Z(r) 
belongs to the interval (t^,tp . '11 .en by the Mean Value theorem,
r'tt ) = 0 for some point tQ e (t^,tp . This is again a contradiction. 
Hence, .c(Z) cannot be less than c(T) . Therefore, c(Z) = c(T) .
If poles and zeros do not occur alternately on the real line R ,
then there exist two elements of Z(r) (or two elements of T(r)) such
that no point of T(r) (or Z(r)) lies in between them. Thus again, the
derivative of r would be zero at some point betv/een those two points.
This is a contradiction again. Hence, elements of Z(r) and T(r) do 
occur alternately. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
We have seen that vanishing of the derivative of a rational func­
tion at any point of R stops it from inducing a composition operator
O
on L (y) . But non-vanishing of the derivative does not always assure 
that the Unction induces a composition operator. For example, the 
derivative of the function — is never zero, but it does not define a 
composition operator. However, non-vanishing of the derivative at every 
point together with a little extra hypothesis does assure the boundedness 
of the composition operator. This we shall demonstrate in the following 
principal theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.3.5. Let r = p/q be a rational function taking R 
into R . Tnen e 3(L^ (y)) if and only if deg p > deg q and
28
r1 0 at every point of R .
Proof. Necessity is clear from lemma 2.1.1 and lemna 2.3.1.
To prove sufficiency, suppose deg p > deg q and rf ^  0 at
every point of R . Consider the following two cases:
Case 1. The function r is continuous. Since r is continuous, r' 
is also continuous, and we have
t i ir p q - pq
Since deg p > deg q , we can show that
deg q2 < deg(p'q - pq') .
Hence, —  has a horizontal asymptote. Since —  is continuous,
r' 1 r*
we can conclude that —  is bounded. Hence, by theorem 2.2,1,
2 r 'Cr e B(L (>i)) . This proves the theorem in this case.
Case 2. The function r is not continuous. By lenma 3.3.4
c(Z) = c(T) , and the poles and the zeros occur alternately. The number 
c(T) is finite and at least as large as two. If we take any two consecu­
tive poles of r , then there is one and only one element of Z(r) in 
between these two poles. This together with non-vanishing of the derivative 
implies that r Is monotone on the interval starting and ending at the
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consecutive poles. Now it can be shown [5j p. 136] that
a s d  u) - i .
dU yEr-1( U » r'(y)
£ l- n
where —  is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the measure pr“ 
with respect to measure p . Let us denote the sum
I
yer_1({x})r ^
by g(x) . We know that
=  p q - -q p
2
q
As x -> the poles of the function r , r'(x) -*■ ± °° . Since r* ^ 0 
everywhere, r' must be bounded away from zero. Hence, the function g
p
is essentially bounded. Now let f e L (p) .
Then we obtain





5 11 si LI If i I
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2
This shows that C^eBtL (u)) . Hence the proof of the theorem Is done.
x2 - 1Examples: Let r(x) = — ^ —  • Then by the above theorem
2
Cr e B(L (v0) . The following rational functions also define composition 
2
operator on L (u) .
ri<:10 ' 3x - 1
 ^ c 2 ,, v x - 6x + 1 rdx) = — 5--------
2 4x2 - 4x
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CHAPTER IV
INVERTIBLE AND COMPACT COMPOSITION OPERATORS
The study of the invertibility and the compactness of composi­
tion operators is the subject of this chapter. In the first section we 
shall prove a theorem on invertibility. The second section will study 
the invertibility in some particular cases. The chapter is concluded 
with the discussion on compact composition operators.
A Theorem on Invertibility
First of all we shall give the following definitions.
Definitions; Let (X,S , \ )  be measure space. Let <f>'- X -*■ X
be a measurable transformation. Then we say that $ is one-to-one (a.e.) 
if there exists a measurable transformation X -*■ X such that
o <f>)(x) = x a.e.
A transformation $ is called onto (a.e.) if there exists a measurable 
transformation to such that
($ o o))(x) = x a.e.
We say that 4> is invertible if and only if it is one-to-one (a.e.)
and onto (a.e.). In case 9 is invertible, there exists a 9 such that
(<f> o 9) = (9 0 <t>)(x) = x a.e.
The transformation 9 is called the inverse of $ , and Is denoted by
Now we shall prove the following lenma.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let 4.: X ■> X be a measurable transformation such
2
that (1 t B(L (X)) . Then 4 is one-to-one (a.e.) only if the range of 
9
2
C, is dense in L (X ) .
4>
Proof. Suppose 4 Is one-to-one (a.e.). Then there exists a
\p such that (tjj 0 4) (x) = x a.e. If X(X) < ®, then the proof of the
2
lemma is easy. Because if XE  £ L (X) , then X^-i^) E l2(X) and
V r 1®  = V e 0 * = %  0 * 0 * = XE ■
Hence Xu- is in the range of C, . Since the range of C, is a linearh 9 9
manifold, the set of all simple functions is contained in the range of
2
C, . Therefore, the range of C, Is dense in L (X) .
9 9
Suppose X(X) = « . Since X is a cr-finite measure, we can wr.lte
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where XCX^ ) < ® for every i , and X '^s are disjoint. Let 
Xj, e L^ (A) . Then
CO
I
V^ce) " 1=1^  *
where = _^1(E) H  for i = 1,2,*** . Since xp e L2(A) , 
must be in the range of for every i . Consider the following sum
0 + '
Pi
First, we claim that this sum converges pointwise almost everywhere to 
XE . Let x e X . Then <j)(x) e X^  for precisely one i , and hence it 
will be in at most one of F^ 's . Therefore, the sum at x reduces to 1 
if and only if <}>(x) £ for some i . Consider the characteristic 
function of the set , i.e., • Then it is obvious that
4>(x) £ Pj_ Tor some 1 if and only if <j>(x) e ”^ (^E) . Hence
CO
o ♦ - x^-l(E) o * = XE (a.e.) .
By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem,
" 2 
I X™ 0 4> = XP (in L -norm) .
i=l i *
Tnis shows that Xc £ ran C, . This is enough to prove that ran C
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2
is dense in L (X) . This completes the proof of the lemma.
Definition: Let f be a complex-valued measurable function on
X . Then we say that a complex number c is in the essential range of 
f if for every neigirborhcod F of c , the measure cf the set f- (^F) 
is not zero. In short,
ess. ran f = {c: c z C , X(f—^(F)) ¥■ 0 for every neighborhood F of c}.
Now we shall prove the following lermia.
2
Lemma 4.1.2. Let be a composition operator on L (X) .
Then CL is one-to-one implies that ess. ran f<diess. ran C.f .<j> ^ —  <f>
Proof. Let c e ess. ran f , and let F be a neighborhood of 
c . We can write
x((f o * r 1(F)) = x(<r1(f-1(F))) .
Since c e ess. ran f , f^CF) is a non-null set. By hypothesis 
is one-to-one; hence, 4>”\f “ (^F)) is a non-null set. (For if $”^(f (^F)) 
is a null set, then = 0 which shows that the kernel of
contains a non-zero function.) This proves that
c e ess. ran C.f .
<P
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The following result is a corollary of the previous lemma. 
Corollary. If is a one-to-one composition operator on
2
L (X) , then C^f is a characteristic function if and only if f is a 
characteristic function.
Proof. If f is a characteristic function, then clearly C f
is a cllaracteristic function.
Conversely, suppose C f is a characteristic :funct:ion. In other
words the ess. ran Chf consists of 0 and 1 . Prom the above lerrcra
ess. ran f is a subset of ess, ran C.f . Hence, ess. ran f is one
v
of the sets {0}, {1}, and {0,1} . In each case f is a characteristic
function. This proves the corollary.
Prom now on in this section we shall assume that X is a Borel 
subset of a complete separable metric space T . The class S will con­
sist of the sets of the form x f \  B , where B is a Borel subset of T . 
Such a type of space is called a standard Borel space. We shall also 
assume tiiat X is a a-finite measure on S . We shall prove the follow­
ing lemtna.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let <}> be a measurable transformation on X into
X such-that CA e B(L^ (X)) . Then C, is one-to-one implies that <(>
<P <p
is onto (a.e.).
Proof. Suppose C^  is a one-to-one composition operator. Then
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we need to produce a measurable transformation u such that 
(41 0 <j)(x) = x a.e, . By corollary 8.2 of [21, p.6] there exist two
Borel sets Y and Z such that '/Cl , ZC1(}>(a) , = 0
and <p is one-to-cne on Y and maps Y onto Z . Since C, is
one-to-one, X(X\Z) must be equal to zero, otherwise kernel of will
be nontrivial. Define a function w as
u = ( /Y)—1 .
By the Kuratowski theorem [14, p. 22] w is a measurable transformation,
and we obtain
(<J> 0 w)(x) = x a.e. .
This shows that <j> is onto (a.e.), and hence the proof is complete.
Hie converse of the above lemma is not true. We shall cite the 
following example.
Example: Let X be the unit interval [0,1] . Let C be the
Cantor set and let 41 be the Cantor function [12, pp. 193-194]. Let <J>
be the function defined by
<f.(x) = | x + | <Kx)
for every x e X . The function 4 is monotone continuous function with
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(j)'(x) -  2 ' ^oes define a composition operator on L (0,1) . If
C* denotes the complement of C in X , then
v U ( c r ) )  = ~  ,
and also
u U ( c ) ) = \
Consider the function
c<Kc)
which is a non-zero function. But
V*(C) " x<j>(C) ° *
= XP = 0 •
Hence the kernel of C, is nontrivial. This implies that is not
4>
one-to-one.
In the case of a composition operator on H*3 (of the unit disk) 
the invertibility of <j> (<f> an analytic function) is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the invertibility of [20], In our case
this is not completely true as it is evident from the above example and 
many other examples given in the second section of this chapter. We
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have to add a little more to the hypothesis to make it a sufficient 
condition. We shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1.4. Let «j>: X -*■ X be a measurable transformation
p
such that C. e B(L (X)) . Then C, is an invertible operator if and 
♦ <J>
only if (J> is invertible and C i e B(L (^X)) .
Proof. Suppose <j> is invertible and is a bounded
operator. Then
C,C if = f o <t>”1 o  ^= f*
<P x
and
CA_iC.f = f 0 <t> o f 1 = f
9 9
2
for every f e L (X) . Hence
where I is the identity operator. This shows that is invertible
with as its inverse.
Conversely, assume is invertible. Let w be as in the




(9 o uj)(x ) = x a.e. .
2
Since C, is onto. C is well defined on L (A) , and9 uj
If we could show that
(oi 0 <f>)(x) = x a.e. ,
then the proof of the theorem would be complete. Obviously (w o 9)(x) = x 
for all x e Y . It is enough to-show that
A(X\Y) = 0 .
Suppose not. Then 0 < A(X\Y) < 00 . If A(X\Y) < 09 , then xX\y is
in the kernel of which is a contradiction to the invertibility of
Cb . If A(X\Y) = °° . then we can choose a subset E of X\Y such 9




Thus we can conclude that
(ai o $)(x) = x a.e. .
Hence $ Is invertible. This proves the theorem.
Corollary. If is invertible, then
° 1  - V  •
Invertibility of Composition Operators Induced 
by Monotonic Functions
In this section we shall confine ourselves to the invertibility 
of composition operators on L (p) (Recall that y is the Lebesgue 
measure restricted to the Borel sets of R.) Let $ be a continuous 
strictly monotone function on R . Then is well defined continuous
function on R . If is a bounded operator on R , then the problem 
of invertibility of reduces to the problem of boundedness of .
The question of boundedness of C^ _j_ depends on certain properties of 
<}> and <t>' , which we shall exhibit in the next lemma. First we shall 
give the following definitions.
Definitions: A real valued function <f> on R is said to be
absolutely continuous on finite intervals if it is absolutely continuous 
on [-n,n] for all positive integer n .
41
Definitions: The support of a complex valued function f on a
topological space Y is the closure of the set
(y: f(y) ¥■ 0} .
By C (Y) we denote the set of all continuous functions on Y whose
support Is a compact subset of Y . If Y is taken to be R , then
C (R) is dense in L^ (y) for 1 < p < » [see 18, p. 68].0
Leirma 4.2.1. Let tj>: R ■+ R be a monotone continuous function
such that C, e B(L2(y)) . Then C. t e B(L2(y)) if and only if (j> is 
9 $ -1-
absolutely continuous on finite intervals and <j>* is essentially bounded.
Proof. Assume that is essentially bounded, and <j> is
absolutely continuous on the finite intervals. We assume that <p is 
monotone increasing. Let f e C (R) . lhen
2 r00
llV id I -1 _|f» r1! aw
= (|f|
2
d<}> [d4> = dy>(>]
,2 .1 f | du
f| du
This inequality shows that C^ _]_ is a bounded composition operator.
p
Conversely, if C  ^G (u)) , then d<t> is an absolutely 






dy I V 1'
This proves that 41 is essentially bounded. Hi us the lemma is proved.
The following theorem is a corollary of theorem 4.1.4 and of the 
above lemma.
Theorem 4.2.2. Let <f>: R -* R be a continuous monotone function
such that C, e B(L2(y)) . Then C, is invertible if and only if 4>*<p 4)
is essentially bounded and <j> is absolutely continuous on finite intervals. 
Proof. Suppose C. is invertible. Then by the corollary of----  <j>
2
theorem 4.1.3  ^ 1 E tv) » ar^  hence from the above Jemma it follows
that <j)T is essentially bounded, i.e., I I^* 1 1 < " >  ^ absolutely
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continuous on finite intervals.
• On the other hand, if <J>' is essentially bounded and <f> is 
absolutely continuous, then by the above lemma £ B(L (y)) . Hence
0 is invertible. Tnus the proof of the above theorem is complete.
Examples: If we take,
- sinh x ,
then
<|>’(x) = cosh x .
2 —1 By theorem 2.2.1 c B(L (y)) . Since <J> is not essentially bounded,
Ch is not invertible.
$
2
Let i|)(x) = 2x + sin x . Then again by theorem 2.2.1 e B(L (y)) . 
Since T (x) = 2 + cos x , it is obvious that <j>' is bounded, and hence 
essentially bounded. By the above lemma is an invertible composition
operator. Similarly, we can show that 2x + cos x defines an invertible 
composition operator.
If <l>(x) = x + ex , Ch is not an invertible composition operator.
$
In theorem 4.2.2 we characterized the invertibllity of in 
tenns of a property of the derivative of 4> and a property of <J> . Now
we shall give a characterisation in terms of a property of $ only. 
First we give the following definition.
Definition; A function <f>: R -* R is said to satisfy a Lipschitz
condition if and only if there exists an M > 0 such that
|<j>(x) - <t(y) I i M |x - y|
for all x, y e R .
Nov; we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem *1.2.3. Let <J>: R -> R be a continuous monotone function
such that CL e B(L^(u)) . Tnen C, is invertible if and only if <f>
<fr 4>
satisfies a Lipschitz condition.
ld'oof. Let us assume that is invertible. Then by theorem
lj.2.2 4>' is essentially bounded, i.e., I 14*’ I I < 00 » $ Is absolutely
continuous on finite intervals. Let x and y be any two members of R .
Suppose x < y ; let a e R such that x and y are contained in the 
interval [-a,a] . Then,
U(x) - <Ky) |
(X ry
= U(-a) + <j>'(y)du - <K-a) - 4* (v)dw|
*-a J-a
= | f <j)'(vj)diji 
J x
45
= 1 U ’I IJx - y| •
Thus $ satisfies a Lips chit a condition.
Conversely, suppose satisfies a Lipschitz condition. Y/e
want to show that CA is invertible. Because of theorem 4.2.2, it
9
would be enough to show tiiat <f> is absolutely continuous and
l U M L  < » . Let Cx1,y1) , (x2,y2) , ••• , (*n,yn) be a finite sequence
of disjoint segments of R . Then
I UU,) - KyJl
i=l 1 1
n
S M J j xi ' yil ■
This inequality shows that <f> is absolutely continuous. Also
|<Kx) - *(y)| < M |x - y| 
for all x, y e R . Hence
l A M z J W l < M 
I * “ y 1
for all x, y e R . Fix x and let y -*■ x , and we get
U ’(x)| < M
for almost all x e R . And hence
l U' I L ^ M •
This completes the proof.
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Invertibllity of Compos.ltIon Operators Induced 
by Rational Functions
The study of the invertbllity of composition operators induced 
by rational functions Is the purpose of this section. If the inducing 
function is a discontinuous rational function, then the composition 
operator Induced by it will not be invertible because the function will 
not be invertible. Therefore, we shall restrict ourselves to continuous 
rational functions. The class of polynomials is a special class of 
rational functions. It turns out that no polynomial of degree greater 
than one induces an invertible composition operator. This fact we shall 
demonstrate in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3.1. Let p: R -*■ R be a polynomial such that
0 ^  e BCL^Cm) )  . Tnen a necessary and sufficient that be invertible
is that deg p = 1 .
Proof. Assume that deg p = 1 , Then the invertibllity of 
follows trivially from theorem 4.2.2.
On the other hand, suppose deg p ^ 1 . Then deg p > 2 . Hence
deg p* > 1 . From this it Is clear that p* is unbounded. Hence, by
theorem 4.2.2 is not invertible. This concludes the proof.
The above result shows that the set of invertible composition
operators Induced by polynomials is very small. The next theorem reveals
that the set of invertible composition operator’s induced by rational 
functions Is not very large either’.
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Theorem 4.3.2. Let r = p/a be a continuous rational function 
2
such that e B(L (p)) . Also let deg q > 1 . Tnen is invertible
if and only if deg p = deg q + 1 .
Proof. Suppose deg p = deg q + 1 . VJe know that
r * = bV -_qIs.r 2
q
Hence
i 2deg(p'q - q'p) = deg q 
Therefore, r* has a horizontal asymptote. Since r' is continuous,
sujc jr' (x) | < 00 .
Hence by theorem 4.2.2 C is invertible.
Conversely, assume that deg p / deg q + 1 . Then deg p >
2
deg q + 1 . (Since e B(L (p)) , deg p cannot be less than deg a + 1.) 
In this case
2
deg(p'q - q'p) > deg a
HQ
And hence,
sup |r*(x)| = 
xeR
This shows that is not invertible.




(x^  + 2)
Since r* does not have real zeros, by theorem 3*3.5 e B(L^(’,i)) .
By the above theorem is an invertible composition operator.
Compact Composition Operators
An operator A on a Hilbert space H is called compact if A 
takes bounded sets into the sets with compact closure. This definition 
is equivalent to the statement that the image of* every bounded sequence 
under A has a convergent subsequence [6], This is also equivalent to 
saying that if f -> f weakly, then Afn -*■ Af strongly. (A sequence 
{f^ } is said to converge weakly to f iff < fn,g > -*■ < f,g > for every 
g e H . It is said to converge strongly to f iff | |f -f ||-»- 0 as n -*■ ®.) 
We shall make use of the last definition in this section. In the case of
p
H (D) , (for definition see ctiapter VI) there are many compact composition
1(9
operators as is shown by Schwartz In his thesis. On the other hand, on 
2
L (n) there are no compact composition operators as we shall show in 
tills section. We shall record the following definitions:
Definitions: Let (X,S,X) be a measure space. A measurable set
E is called an atom if A(E) / 0 and if F e S and F d E  , then 
either A(F) = 0 or A(F) = A(E) .
A measure X is called atomic if every element E e S such 
that X(E) 0 contains an atom. It Is called purely non-atomic if it 
does not have any atoms. If (X,S,X) is a measure space with X purely
non-atomic (atomic), then we say that (X,S,X) is anon-atomic (atomic)
measure space.
2
A composition operator on L (X) is called atomic (non-atomic)
if the underlying measure space is an atomic (non-atomic) measure space.
It is an easy consequence of the definition that if (X,S,X) is
a non-atomic a-finite measure space and E is a non-null element of S
(i.e. X(E) t* 0), then for every e > 0 , there exists a non-null element
F e 5 such that F C E  and X(F) < e .
First of all we shall prove the following lemma.
Lemma H J \ . l . Let (X,S,A) be a a-finite, non-atomic measure
space. Let E be a non-null element of 5 . Let {E^ } be a sequence
of non-null elements of S such that En+-^<^L E^ <C. E for all n , and
A(E ) < — . Let g e L2(E) . Thenn n &









does not tend to zero as n tends to » . We can assume that j |g|| = 1 
and g is a real valued function. Then there exists an e > 0 such that
lim sup
/A(E )n n
g dA = 2e > 0
Let
e = xE
n / m j  n
i i
Then we can write the above expression as
lim sup |< g3e >| = 2 e > 0
n*°° n
Let F = {n: n c N and |< g,en >| > e } . Then it is obvious that F 
is infinite. Let F C N  . Then
0 s <(s - neF< s>en >en* <g " nL* s>e- >e>
2
n n
- I let I - ajp< E,en >< S»en > + Jpl< S,en >1 < en>en >
y
+ L a,e >< ec.e > < e . e  >m,neF n m ns m
ir^ n
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(#) T-|[< g.e >1 < 1 + 1 „< g,e >< g.e >< e ,e >neP1 * n 1 - m,neP n m n* m
m/n
2 1
Now choose a positive integer N such that e > ^ . Select a 
subset P of F in such a manner that the cardinality of P is 2N and
< en,em > < 2 2N(2N - l)'
for all m, n e P , m / n . Prom this it follows that
I |< S»en >1 ^2
neP
and
V 1) < e ,e > < 7TL „ n* m ” 2n,mcF
n/m
Hence from the inequality (#) we obtain
2 < 1 + 1/2 = 3/2 ,
which is a contradiction. Therefore,
E di ■> 0 as n -*■
A'(k ) Jpn n
Thus we complete the proof of the lemma.
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Ridge [15] has proved that no one-to-one composition operator 
with dense range is compact if the underlying measure is non-atomic.
We siiall generalise tiiis result by removing 'one-to-one' and 'dense 
range’ conditions on composition operators. The next theorem carries 
the generalization.
Theorem ^.4.2. Let (X,S,X) be a non-atomic a-finite measure
2space. Then no composition operator on L (X) is compact.
2Proof. Let C be a composition operator on L (X) . Let 
* -1
E = {x: f (x) ^ 0} , where f is —  . Then X(E) /  0 . Since X
O O CIA
is non-atomic, there exists a non-null subset E° of E such that f
is bounded away from zero on E° . Choose a sequence 0-f E° such
that E°,, CZ E° andn+1 n
0 < X(E°) < A n n
for all n . We also have
»*_1(EL) - f f ax . 
e°n
Consider the sequence {e^ } of functions defined by




Then by the previous lemma e  ^-*■ 0 v;eakly. Consider the sequence







for every n , where a > 0 is a number such that > a for
every x e E° . Hence C, is not compact. This conrpletes the proof
9
of the theorem.
Corollary. Let X be a regular continuous Borel measure on R .
2
Then no composition operator on L (X) is compact.
2
Corollary. L (y) does not have any compact composition operator. 
If (X,S,X) is a o-finite measure space, then we can write
X 1^ *2 ^
where X^  is purely non-atomic and Xg is an atonic measure [23, p. 372]. 
Ridge [15] proved the following theorem: "If C^  is a compact composi­
tion operator on L^ (X) which is one-to-one and has dense range, then
C is atomic". We shall remove'one-to-one'and the 'dense range' condi- 
9
tions in order to generalize this theorem. In the following theorem we 
shall do t’nis.
Theorem ^ . h . 3 . Let (X,S,x) be a o-finite measure space. Let
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2
Ch e L (A) . Then C. is compact implies that CL is an atomic compo- 
9 <P 9
sition operator.
Proof. Since (X,S,A) is a o-finite measure space, we can write
X = xx U  x2 ,
where X2 is a countable union of atoms, X^  does not contain any atoms, 
and X-^ and X2 are disjoint [23], Let A2 be the restriction of A 
to X2 , and let A^  = A - A2 . Then
A — A^  + A2
is a decomposition of A into non-atomic and atomic parts. We can 
assume without loss of generality that the atoms are points. We claim
that <f>(X2) CL X2 . Suppose this is not true. Then there exists a point
x2 e X2 such that <f>(x2) z X^  , i.e., there exists a point x^  z X^ such
that <f>(x2) = x^ . Since X-^ is non-atomic, there exists a null set E
such that x-^ e E . Hence we have
<{>(x2) = x^  e E 
x2 e <f-1(E) .
Therefore,
X2 U 2 } ~ x 2 *  1(1") -  -  I iC^I  1XCE) = 0 ,
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which is a contradiction to the fact that A2 atomic. Hence our
claim is true.
Now we can write
l2(x) = L2(X1) 0 l2(a2)
p
Let f e L (A-^) . Then f|X2 = Q , and since <J>(X2) Cl , we can conclude
that C,f|X~ = f 0 (X0 = 0 . This implies that C L2( A,) O  L2(A,) .9 1 d ‘ d <p ± ±
2In other words is a composition operator on L (A^ ) . Since
Is compact by hypothesis, from the previous theorem it follows that 
A^  - 0 . Hence
A = A2
This proves that A is purely atomic. Hence is atcmic. Thus the
proof of the theorem is done.
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CHAPTER V
QUASLMOltMAL AiiD HERMETIAN COMPOSITION OPERATORS
The main purpose of this chapter is to study the quasinormal
and Hennitian composition operators on L (A) . In the first section
of tliis chapter, we snail concentrate on the measure y<p-  ^ (which we
have defined in the first section of the second chapter) and the corres-
ponding monotone function a . The composition operator on L (y)
induced by is characterized in terms of the function a . In the
second section, we will find all quasinormal composition operators on 
2
L (A) . The third section studies the adjoint of the composition
operator, and the final section is devoted to the study of Hermitian
2
composition operators on L (A) .
The Measure and Composition Operators
Let <(>: R -*• R be a measurable function. In the first section
of Chapter II, we tiave defined the measure y<|>-  ^ by
u4>~*^(E) = y(tf>- 1 ( E ) )
for every Borel set E of R . The absolute continuity of y<()-  ^ is
a necessary condition for to be a bounded operator on L (y) .
Prom theorem 2.1.1 it is obvious tiiat the boundedness of C, implies
$
the regularity of the 'measure y<fr”  ^. The converse of this statement 
is not true. We siiall give the following counter example.
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Example: Let
x If X E (-“ ,-1] U  [1,°°)
♦(x) = {
0 if x e (-1,1)
Then obviously is regular, but is not a bounded operator
(since the reciprocal of the derivative of $ is not essentially bounded),
Given a regular Borel measure X on R , we can define a real 
valued function on R as
f A[0,x 
/ 0^ -X[x,
) x > 0
ct. (x) = < 0 x = 0
A 1 'r- 0) x < 0
It is proved in a theorem of [10, p. 329] that a is a monotone and 
left-continuous function. Hence, it induces Lebesgue-Stieltzes measure 
da . It Is also proved there that
A
dX = da^
If for X we substitute , then we get ay(j)-l ^ay,j,-l ■
For convenience we shall denote ay(j)-l merely by a . Now we will prove 
the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1.2. Let $ be a real valued measurable function on
2
R , Then CL is a bounded operator on L ( vj ) if and only If a is 
9
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absolutely continuous and a’ Is essentially bounded.
Proof. Suppose Is a bounded operator. Then by theorem 2,1,1
the measure is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure
p . This Implies that da is absolutely continuous. Hence by a 
standard result, it follows tliat a is absolutely continuous, and
' _  d a  _  dytfr ^





This proves the necessity part of the theorem.
To prove sufficiency, assume that a is absolutely continuous 
and a' is essentially bounded, i.e., | | a'I l„ < 00 * Since a is
m
absolutely continuous, the measure must be absolutely continuous,
From theorem 19.61 of [10], we obtain that
p<j) (^E) = f a'dp
Je
for all Borel sets E . Hence
y<t> 1(E) < 11 ct' | | u(E)
2
for every Borel set E . Thus by theorem 2.1.1 e B(L (p)) . This
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completes the proof of the theorem,
Quaslnormal ComposItion Operators
Definition: An operator A on a Hilbert space H is said to
be quasinormal iff AA*A = A*AA , where A* denotes the adjoint of A .
Definition: Let (X,S,X) be a measure space and let 6 be an 
essentially bounded complex-valued function on X . Then the operator 
defined byo
M.f = 6 • fb
2 2 for all f e L (X) is called the multiplication operator on L (X)
induced by 6 .
2
If Is a composition operator on L (X) , then the Radon-
Nlkodym derivative of X<J>-  ^ exists. We denote this derivative by f .
It turns out that the product of C* and is the multiplication
operator induced by f . This we shall demonstrate in the next lemma.
Lemma 5.2.1. Let (X,S,X) be a o-finite measure space and let
2




Proof. Let f and g be two arbitrary elements of L (X) .
Then
< C*C f,g > - < C^Cjf >
Hence
= j f ° $ . g o (f dX 
= Jf • g dXtjT1
- |fof 6 dX
= < Mf f,s > • 
o
C*C.f = Mp f 
* * o
p
for every f e L (X) . Therefore,
C?C. = M_ . 
♦ * fQ
2
Corollary. If is a composition operator on L (y) , then
C*C. = M i . ip <p a
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Proof. In this case —  = a' . Hence by the previous lenrrn 
we get our desired result.
Now the following theorem ctiaracterizes the quasinormal composi-
2tion operators on L (A)
2
Theorem 5.2.2. A composition operator on L (A) is quasinormal
if and only if it commutes with ,1.6., C M = C
o * o o ^
Proof. Suppose is quasinormal. Then
C*C*C* = ci c t %  *
By lerana 5.2,1
c‘°* ■ V  •
hence
lemma
c * = C/ V  •o  ^ * fo
Conversely, suppose C Hf = Mf C . Then again by the same
* o o ^




Corollai'y- A composition operator C, on L (vi) is quasi- ---------------------------------------9
normal if and only if it commutes with M i .a
Ridge [15] has proved that if fQ (= — ) is equal to 1
almost everywhere, then C is an isometry. We shall prove in the 
following corollary that the converse is also true.
2
Corollarv. A composition operator C on L (X) is an isometry-------— - <p
if and only if f = 1 almost everywhere.
Proof. Suppose f = 1 a.e. . Then by lemma 5.2.1
C V  = = I (the identity operator)
♦ ♦ n
Hence is an isometry.
On the other hand, if is an isometry, then
*





f = 1 a.e. o
This concludes the proof.
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An operator on a Hilbert space is said to be normal if it 
commutes with its adjoint. It is well known that every normal operator 
is quasinormal, but the converse is not true. However, in the case of 
composition operators induced by one-to-cne (a.e.) transformation the 
converse is also true. We shall prove this in the following theorem.
Thoerem 5.2.3. Let (X,S,A) be a o-finite measure space. Let
2
<t> be a measurable transformation on X into X such that C, e B(L (a)) .
<P
Also let <p be one-to-one (a.e.) . Then is quasinormal if and only
if C, is normal.
9
Proof. If C, is normal, then it follows trivially that C,----  (ji q>
is quasinormal,





and since is quasinormal, we get
This shows that C,C* and M„ agree on the range of C. . By
9 9 in 9
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2lemma 4.1.1 the range of C, is dense in L (X) ; hence
9
Thus we have
C.C* = M = C*C. , 
<t> ♦ f D 9 9
which proves the normality of
The following are trivial examples of normal and quasinormal 
composition operators.





for every x e R . Then obviously C a^ is a bounded operator on L (p) 
Also
a(x) = | x
for x e R , and hence
tt'(x) = i .
CL
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Therefore, and C^a commute, and hence by the corollary of
theorem 5.2.2 C^a la quasinorrr&l. Since <}> is one-tc-one, we 
can conclude from the above tneorem that C^ a is a normal operator.
ii) Let b e R . Let
2 tfor every x e R . Then C^ b e B(L (u)) . In this case a* = 1 . Hence
V)
is quasinormal, and hence normal since $ is one-tc-one.
iii) Let
r x if x < 0 or x > 1
4>(x) -  * 2x if 0 < x < ^ -
2x-l if < x < 1
Then it is shown in [8] that «J> is a measure preserving transformation. 
Hence a ’ = —  = 1 almost everywhere, Therefore, is quasinormal.
But it is not normal, because if it is normal, then it has to be Inverti­
ble, which it is not.
Adjpint of a Composition Operator
The computation of the adjoint of a composition operator is 
usually difficult. In general it is not true that the adjoint of a
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composition operator is a composition operator. However, in certain 
cases it is true. In this section we shall Investigate a necessary
where X is a a-finite Borel measure on a standard Borel space. First,
we shall prove the following lenrna.
Lemma 5.3.1. Let (X,S,x) be a a-finite measure space. Let
<t be a measurable transformation on X into itself such that C, is
2
a bounded operator on L {X) . Then
for some 6 implies that 6{x) = 1 a.e. .
2
and sufficient condition for C* to be a cornoosition operator on L (A) ,
Proof. Since X is a a-finite measure space, we can write X
as
where X(En) < ® for every n , and EnC E ffl if m > n . Let
n
Then since C, - , we obtain9 0
for all n . Equivalently,
V ^ E  ) = 9 ’ XE Y n' n
for all n . Since
U<r1( E ) = xn=lY n
we can conclude that 6(x) =1  a.e. . This proves the lenrna.
Now we shall prove the following theorem,
Theorem 5.3.2. Let X be a standard Borel space, and let <}>
be a measurable transformation on X into X such that CL is a
4*
2 #bounded operator on L (x) . Then C* is a composition operator if 
and only if fQ = 1 almost everywhere and is invertible.
Proof. Suppose C* is a composition operator. Then there 




C.C — C . — M„ , *P <P <P0!i> fQ
By lemma 5-3.1 f = 1 a.e. , and hence
C C = M, = I . 
Y ♦ 1
Similarly we can prove that
C,C = I .
<f> 4>
Therefore. C, Is invertible,
<f>
On the other liand, assume that f =1  a.e. and C, is invertible.* o <j> *
then we have
C* = M C 1 
4» fQ ♦
= Icrc;‘ •
By the corollary of theorem 4.1.^  C~'1' = C -^i , and hence
CI = Cd,-1 *i> <f> x
v.
Therefore, is a composition operator. This completes the proof of
the theorem.
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Note— The 'necessity' part of the previous theorem is true even in the 
case X Is any a-finite measure space.
Corollary. Let X be a standard Borel space, and let 9: X -> X
be a measurable transformation such that C, is a bounded operator on
9
2
L (A) . Then the following are equivalent:
i) C, is a unitary operator 
9 
ftii) is a composition operator
iii) fQ = 1 almost everywhere and is an invertible
n At
composition operator.
Proof. The equivalence of ii) and iii) is proved in the previous 
theorem. We sln.ll show that i) and iii) are equivalent. Suppose 
is unitary. Then is invertible and
C*C, = I = JVL 
+ * o
Hence f =1 a.e. . o
Conversely, suppose f = 1 a.e. and C is invertible. Then
Since we know that




An operator A acting on a Hilbert space H is called Hermitian 
if it is equal to its adjoint, i.e., A = A* . In this section we shall 
characterize all Hermitian composition operators. Ridge [15] has also 
characterized these operators, but cur proofs and approach are different 
from his. The next theorem carries the characterization.
Theorem ' j . h . l . Let (X,S,A) be a a-finite measure space, and 
let <J> be a measurable transformation on X into X such that 
C, e B(L^(A)) . Then C, is Hermitian if and only if f = 1 a.e. and
$ O
($ o <f>)(x) = x a.e. .






By lemma 5.3.1 f = 1 a.e. and (9 o <|>)(x) = x a.e. .
Conversely, suppose f = 1 a.e. and ( o <j>)(x) = x a.e.
Then by leiima 5.2.1
C*C. = M_ = I . 
9 9 fo
Multiplying both sides on the right by we get
c!cA  = ca 9 9 9 9
C*C . = C.(J) (Jj
This shows that C, is Hermitian.
9
Corollary. If e B(L2(X)), then is projection if and
only if C = I
Proof. It follows easily from above theorem.
Corollary. C^  is Hermitian implies that C^  is an isometpy.
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Proof. C^ C, = 1% = I .----  4> 4, fQ
Rrom the previous theorem one can doubt the existence of Hermitian 
composition operators. But we shall show in the following example that 
there are Hermitian composition operators other than the identity 
operator.
Example: Let X = R and A = y . Let
where b e R . Then by theorem 2.1.1 C is bounded operator, and 
f = 1 and (4^  0 <t^ )(x) = x . Hence by the above theorem
{C. : b e R}
+b
2
is a family of Hermitian composition operators on L (y)
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CHAPTER VI 
COMPOSITION OPERATORS OH H2(n+)
In the previous chapters of tiiis thesis, we studied the compo- 
2
sition operators on L (X) , where X is a o-finite measure on seme set
2
X . The functions in L (x) are not bonafide functions, but they are 
equivalence classes of bonafide functions. In this chapter, we shall 
concentrate on the study of composition operators on a Hilbert space of 
bonafide functions, namely, H (n+) , which we shall define in the first 
section. The first section contains some more definitions and intro­
ductory materials which will be needed in the following sections. Most 
of the results of this section are known, and can be found in the cited 
references.
In the second section, a relation between composition operators
2 2 on H (n+) and composition operators on H (D) is explored. Then we
have presented some examples of compsotion operators, In the third sec­
tion, we take the inner functions and employ the results of the second 
section to get a necessary condition for C to be a bounded operator 
on H2(JI+) .
Preliminaries 
Definitions: We shall denote the open unit disk
(z: z e C and |z | < 1}
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by D . For the upper half plane
{z: z e C and. 1m z > 0}
we shall use the symbol n+ . The Hardy spaces HP(D) for 1 < p < » 
are defined by
r2n
HP(D) = {f: f e H(D) and sun -L-
0<r<l 2u
10f(re )| d9 < »} ,
where H(D) denotes the set of all holomorphic functions on D . The 
notation Hp(fi+) stands for the set
{f: f e H(n ) and sug f(x+iy)| dx < “} .
Under pointwise addition and scalar multiplication HP(D) and Hp(n+) 
become linear spaces over the field C of complex numbers, and as a 
natter of fact they are Banach spaces. Every function in HP(D) has 
finite radial limit almost everywhere on the unit circle T , which is 
defined to be the set
{z: z e C and |z| = 1}
Hence given f z HP(D) , we can define a function f# on T by
f*(e19) = limit f(re10) 
r*i
i 0 ofor every e e T . This function fs is a member of 1/ (m) , where
m is the normalised Lebesgue measure* on T . Similarily, given 
g e Hp(n+) , one can define a function g* on R by
g*(x) = limit f(x+iy) 
y-+0
for every x e R . It is well known that g# is a member of Lp(y) . 
We shall denote by Hp(m) and Hp(y) the corresponding sets of limit 
functions. These are also Banach spaces.
Consider the linear fractional transformation b defined by
■ / \ . 1 + z
*<z) = 1 •
The function takes n+ onto D and R onto T .
If f is any m-integrable function on T , then from a theorem 
of [5, Chap. 8] it follows that
f dm = i (f o ^JCt) —
1 + t£
(Here dt = dy(t).) Hence if f e I/^ m) , then
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This shows tliat if f is in-intenable, then f o is
— ^  .j -Integra's le, or — °- — ,, is dt-inferable.
1 + t 1 + t
Given a function g: R C , define a function g on T by
g(e10) = (g o ip)(el6)
for every e"*"0 e T . Then g is — ffi.... -integrable if and only if g
1 + t
is m-integrable. Similarly, given a function f: T ■+ C , we can define
a function f on R by
f(t) = (f o f^Xt)
for every t e R .
Let f e H^(m) . Define a linear transformation P by
2n
o
f(e19) Re(— + 2-)dm .
e - z
This transformation P is a norm-preserving transformation of H^ (m) 
onto H (^D) , and is known as the ’Poisson integral1.






for every x + iy e H+ . Tills transformation is called the 'Poisson 
integral in the upper half plane'. It is well known [9, Chap. 8] tliat 
Is a norm preserving transformation of H^ (y) onto lf(n+) .
2 2 Isomorphism befween L '(m) and L (y)
2We are interested in the case when p = 2 . Given f, g e H (1T+) 
we define an inner product by
< > = f*U) g#(x) dx .
2 +Under this definition of inner product H (II ) becomes a Hilbert space.
2
An analogous definition of inner product on H (D) makes it a Hilbert
2 2space. The spaces H (m) and H (u) are also Hilbert spaces, and they
2 2 +are isometrically isomorphic to H (D) and H (n ) , P and being 
the corresponding isomorphisms.
2
Let f be an element of L (m) . Then define a linear trans-
2 2 formation from L (m) into L (y) by
(af)(t) = a  J£> 
/n
for every t e R , Since
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we can conclude that Is Isometric, moreover it is an isometric
_l
Isomorphism with Q. defined by
n 1f = 2/if i f
2
for every f e L (y) , where is a function on T defined by
/ i0x 19 e1(e ) = e
1 A
for every e e T . We shall need the following theorems whose proofs
can be found in [9].
Theorem 6.1.1. fiH2(m) = H2(y)
2 2 Theorem 6.1.2. If g £ L (m) , and (1 - e^)g e H (m) , then
g e H2(m) .
Theorem 6.1.3. Let f e H(n+) . Then f e H2(n+) if and only
2
if the function (i-kj)f(aj) is transformed into a function h of H (D) 
by the linear fractional transformation  ^.
2 2 2 Let f e L (y) . Define the transformation F: L (y) L (y) by






for s e R . The transformation is a unitary operator on L (y) , and
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is known in the literature as the 'Fourier transform*. The inverse of 








for t e R and F e L (v) . The following theorem is known as the Paley- 
Wiener theorem.
Theoran 6.1.4. H^ (u) = F L^^ (0j°°) , where L^(0,“) is the
subspace of L (p) consisting of those functions which vanish on the
negative real line.
We will not make much use of Fourier transform in our following
work. The reason for its mentioning here is that we get examples of 
2 +functions in H (n ) with its help. The following is true:
Let g e L^(0,«) . Define ^ on n+ by
g(w) =
/2H
/ \ is LJ-. g(s) e ds
Then g e H^(n+)
2
Relation between Composition Operators on H (D) 
and Composition Operators on H (n+)
Let $: n+ -> n+ be an analytic function. We define a composition




C.f = f 0 4 .9
In the case the range of is contained in H (l!+) , and is
bounded, we call a 'composition operator1 on H'(n+) . Not every
analytic function on n+ into itself defines a composition operators.
1/2(For example let 9(w) = w • Then is not a bounded operator on
2  -I-H (n ) as will be sham a little later.) We shall denote the spaces 
of all bounded operators on and H^(D) by B(H^ ) and B(H2(D))
respectively.
p
Let d>: D ->- D be an analytic function. Then C, c B(H'(D))
9
as Is proved by Lyff jn his paper [19]. This class of operators was also
studied by Nordgren [13] and Schwarts [20], Nordgren showed that every
2
non-constant inner function defines a composition operator on L (m) .
(An inner function 9 is a bounded analytic function on D such that 
|9*(e )| = 1 almost everywhere on T .)
Given an analytic function 9 on D into D , define a function 
9 on n+ into itself by
9(u) = (90909 1)(B)
Hie main purpose of tlxis section Is to show that the transformation 
is bounded if and only if M„C, is bounded, where is the multiplication
U tf> v
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operator* Induced by 6 = -^- —  . First of all we shall prove the
- e!
following lemma.
Lemma 6.2.1. Let f e H2(fl+) . Then
P^Cfc^o^-1) = (fo^)# 0 .
Proof. If f e H2(n+) , then foi|> e H2(D) . Since C, is a -----  9
bounded operator on H2(D) , we obtain that foi|io<j> e H2(D) . If 
2
g e L (in) , then we know that
(Pg)(z) = [ g(e16 
JQ
for every z e D . We have then,




= ff s ^  (2, 2 dt ■J ^,0 •"-« (t-x) +y
Replacing g with (fo^ o^)^ y vie get
(P(foi|/o<{0#o1/r1)(x+iy)
f
= (fo^ o<fr)*o^  •----— 2
J Moo f
-1 y dt .
(t-x) +y
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From this we get




This proves the lemma.
Theorem 6.2.3. Let D D be an analytic function and let
$= . If either of and is bounded, then so is the
other, and in this case they are unitarily equivalent. (Here 8 = y-S—<L- .)± e1
Proof. Assume that is a bounded operator on H (n+) . We
2
wish to show tliat MQC is a bounded operator on H (D) . We shall 
show this by showing that is a product of bounded transformations.
We know that 12: H2(m) H2(jj) and P^ : H2(n) ■* H2(n+) are unitary
X I  2transformations. Hence 12- P“ is a unitary transformation from H (n+)
2
onto H (m) . Since we know that P is a unitary transformation from
2 2 -1-1 H (m) onto H (D) , we can conclude that Pf2 P^  is a unitary trans-
2 2formation from H (n+) onto H (D) . Now consider the transformation
PJ2“1pr1C. on H2(n+) into H2(D) . For every g e H2(H+)J_j $
(Pf2_1P“1C$)(g) = P^CP^Cgo^o.po^"1)) .
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From the previous lemma we know tliat = (g° 0^|l>)#0'f^
Hence we get
(pn 1p"1C(fr)(s) = pn^CCgo^o*)^-1) .
_ x
The right hand side of this equality, by definition of £2 , is equal to
(go^ o<f>)so^"1o^ „)
2^ 1P(— _ _ — ) ,





We can rewrite this as
c. 2/ir i .
1 - Z <t> 1 - z
Hie factor 2r/n i ■ is nothing but P£2 ^F7^ g . Hence we get
-L — Z ij
(po - ^ c p g  = (MgC^pa-^hg
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for every g e H^(n+) . Thus
R,C. = Pa 1FT1C,PTfip“1 09 0 9 0
This proves that ILC is a bounded operator.  ^ 0 9 ^
Similarly, assuming that M„C, is bounded, we can prove that0 <f>
cA = pTftp"1Mflc,pn"1pr:L . 4> L 0 <t> L
This proves the other half of the theorem. Hence the proof of the theorem 
is complete.
Corollary. If D -* D is an analytic function such that
2
e B(H ) , then is unitarily equivalent to .
Proof. It follov;s easily from the above theorem.
Corollary. If <f>: D -> D is an analytic function such that
 ^ is a bounded function on D , then C^  is a bounded operator on 
H2(n+) .
Corollary. If D -> D is an analytic function such that <j)
<nrj = l . tnen o, e
r-*-l
is analytic at 1 , and lim 9( ) 1 , h C^  B(H )
Corollary. Let t: n+ -> n+ be an analytic function such that 
the point at °° is a simple pole of ■£> . Then C^  t
Proof. Consider the function
tj) = 1jT1 o 't o i|< .
Since $ is analytic in a neighborhood of ® , <J> is analytic in a
neighborhood of 1 . and $(1) = 1 (<j>(l) = lim <j>(r)) . Hence by the
r>I
previous corollary is a bounded operator on H (JI+)
Examples: 1. Let D -> D be a Blaschke product such that
the sequence of zeros of <p does not accumulate at 1 . Then by a
theorem of [9J, $ has an analytic extension in a neighborhood of 1 .
2Assume also that <£(1) = 1 . Then by the above results e B(H ) .
In particular, if 4>(z) = zn , then $ =  ^ defines a
composition operator. If n = 1 , then we get
$(cd) = 0)
For n = 2 , we have
For n = 3 , we obtain
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For n - Jl > we get
c 2 A n to - DU) + 1
to
and so on. All these rational functions define composition operators
f ? -2 . Let 4>(w) = to + o'' - 1 . 'Ihert 4' is a conformal 
+ +mapping taking I into H with unit semicircle removed.
Consider the napping
wh:ich takes the unit disk into the unit disk with a small region around 
-1 removed. liy the Scharwtz reflection principle tf> can he extended 
analytically in a neighborhood of 1 . Since <j>(l) - 1 , wo can conclude 
that e B ( H 2 ) .
If 4'(w) = ----— pj- , then 4> takes J[+ into Ji+ with a1 , wH ’
2 1oe w-1
unit disk at i removed. By a similar argument as above we can conclude 
tiiat C. e r.(H2) .V
3. Let be a linear fractional transfor-cu + d




a bounded operator. Because there exists an f e H (II ) such that 
f(f) t  0 , and
v
as |to| « . By a theorem of [9, p. 125] we can conclude that
fo<l> j: H'-(Ii+) .
4-Jl. Another example of a function which takes I! into 
n+ , and does not define a composition operator is the following function:
•Kio) = 0)
The function $ takes ll+ onto the first quadrant of the complex plane. 
We shall show that it does not define a composition operator. Let
f(w) * 1o) + i
Then f c H2(n+) , and
2 +Hie function f o <t is not a member of H (n ) because
i P 2 -f
 --  4 L (n) . Hence is not a bounded operator on H (it )
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Inner Functions and Composition Operators
If if is ail Inner function, and f is analytic at 1 , then
<f>(1) = 1 is a sufficient condition for to be a bounded operator
on H2(n+) . Now we shall prove tliat if is a bounded operator, 
then the non-tangential limit of f at 1 is equal to 1 . We shall 
need the following lemmas.
Lemma 6.3.1. Let f bean inner function. Then the range of 
C, is closed in H^ (D) .
Proof. Let (L^ f^ } be a sequence in ran converging to a
function h . V/e wish to show that h is in ran C, , i.e., we want
<P
P
to find a g e  H (D) such that h = g o f . Since f is an inner
function, by a theorem of Nordgren [13] we get
i|C.(f -f )1| > a 11f —f 1111 f m n 1 1 - M m n1 '
for some positive number a . Ibis relation shows that {fn> is a
2
Cauchy sequence. Therefore, there exists a g e H (D) such that
f g in norm. Since C. is bounded, C,f C.g in norm. In othern f f n if
words f of gof in norm. Also fn°f h In norm by assumption, and
hence h = gof . This shows that h e ran , which implies that
ran is closed. This completes the proof.
We shall need the following definitions.
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Definition: Let H be a Hilbert space of complex-valued
functions on a non-empty set X . Then vie say that H is a ’Functicnal
Hilbert space’ If the following are true:
1) if f, g e H , arid a, £ e C , then
(af+0g)(x) = af(x) + $g(x) for every x e X .
11) to every element x e X , there exists a positive constant
a such tliat 
X
for every f e H .
f00| < ax ||r||
2 2 +The usual sequence space, H (D) and H (n ) are some of the examples 
of functional Hilbert spaces.
Definition: Let H be a functional Hilbert space over X .
Then for each y e X the linear functional which takes f into f(y) 
is bounded, hence there exists an element K of H such that
f(y) = < f,Ky > .
Let us define a function K on X * X by
K(x,y) = K (x) .
We call the function K the ’reproducing kernel’ of H
We have proved in lemma 6.3.1 that if $> is an inner function,
p
then ran is a closed subspace of H (D); hence it is a Hilbert space;
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as a matter of fact it is a functional Hilbert space. Let K and K1
o
be reproducing kernels of ir(D) and ran respectively. The function 
K is given by
K(x y) = 1 [see 6, problem 30] .
1 - xy
Now we shall prove the following lenrna.
Lemma 6.3.2. Let <f>: D ->■ D be an inner function, and let









< llc/ll I lKz! I
< ll^il llfll i Ik ’
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Prom this we get
< f’K*U> >1
— TFT1— < c, K
for every non zero f e H (D) . Hence
— ^ r f —  - n g 1 iik ;i|r||^o 11 r| | *
Equivalently,




This completes the proof.
Remark: rIhe above lemma can be proved in a more general setting
where <j> is any non-constant analytic function on the disk into itself.
The next theorem gives a necessary condition for to be a 
2 +bounded operator on H (n )
Theorem 6.3.3. Let <j>: D -* D be an inner function, and let
9 = . Tnen c B(H^ ) implies that 4>*(1) = 1 . ( is the
non-tangential limit of 4> .)
Proof. P'rom theorem 6.2.3 we know that is bounded if and
only if M„C, is bounded. If C, is a bounded operator, then we have0 9 9
|Mef°*| | » l|HeO+f||
s I K 0*11 11 fl
Since 9 is inner, C. is bounded away from zero [13]. Hence there
9
exists a non-zero positive number K such that
||f|| < K ||fo+!
2
for every f e H (D) . Therefore,
which shows that is a bounded transformation from ran C, into6 <p
2
H (D) . Also we have,
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i.e.,
|e(z)| I |kI|I i 11n_11 ||k || | |k '| | ,
which (by lemma 6.3.2), implies that





Hence setting N = ||MQ|j | |C | | , we get




1 - | <*>(z) | 2




1 - 4>(z) 




If z tends to 1 non-t argent ially. then the right hand of the above
!l - I 1/2inequality tends to zero (Since (J— ~~ .,) is bounded in a kite-shaped
i - n t
region.) Tliis shows tiiat <*>(z) 1 as z -> 1 non-tangentially. Thus
<(>*(1) = 1 . This proves the theorem.
Note 1. We took $ as an inner function in order to be sure that M
is bounded on ran C, . If <f> is not inner, then C, is not necessarily
9 9
bounded away from zero, hence we cannot conclude that M is bounded 
on ran . We shall give the following example in this context.
Example: Let 4>(z) = z . Then 4> is not an inner function,
2 nand C, is a bounded operator on H (D) . Let Q„(z) = z be the n-thn
basis vector, then
This shows that C. is not bounded away from zero.
9
The above theorem is true for all those 4>’s for which C,9
is bounded away from zero. But at this moment we do not lcnov; precisely 
whether the set of <t>'s for which the above theorem holds coincides 
with the set of inner functions or it contains it.
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Note 2. Let s 0 , and let D, be the disk of radius s with centre
1 b
at 1 . Let N = D 0  D , The set of accumulation points of f at 1 s s
is defined to be the set
f) W J  •I rt kjs>0
We shall denote it by C (l) . If <f> is any analytic function such that
<fc induces a composition operator on II '(H ) , then 1 c C^ (l) . Because
if 1 f. C, (.1) , then there exists an s such that 1 £ <J>(FTT • This 1 <{> s
implies that 1 is bounded, arid hence it can induce a composition 
operator' (for we can find f c H£'(ll+) such that f«4* j: Ii^ (n+)) . This 
is a contradiction. Thus 1 is an accumulation point of $ at 1 if 
CL is bounded. But we do not; know whether
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